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1. Freeze Moms Benefits For 3 Years While She Works and Maintains Employment!
 According to the CATO Institute we spend over $1 trillion dollars a year fighting
poverty and fail: http://www.cato.org/publications/policy-analysis/americanThe 1MMOW takes
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 In 2015 the FSS program generated approximately $50 million dollars in local
economies with evidence of 499 homes being purchased.
2. Increase Local economies through support of the 1MMOW
 Freeze benefits for mothers (residents) who are actively engaged with a selfsufficiency action plan as evidence of those actively enrolled in the HUD grant
funded Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) Program.
 Promote the 1MMOW solution as a
viable solution to public housing
authorities who administer FSS
programs.
 Rather than cut the benefits of
those who are working hard to
move forward. Freeze their benefits
for 3 years in so that she can save,
invest and grow the wealth she has
accumulated.
 Introduce a bill this year that will
help end the cycle of generational
poverty for poor mothers and their
children.
 Now is the time to take this longstanding issue in America to the
next level. We urge all members in
congress to support THE WEALTHFAIR
EQUALITY ACT and Freeze mom’s
benefits for the first 3 years of
employment!
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